Module: Africa: Postcolonial state formation in Kenya and Tanzania

Course convener: Dr Stephanie Diepeveen, co-designed with Rachel Sittoni
Supervisor + guest lecture: Rachel Sittoni
Office hours: Stephanie Diepeveen: email, by appointment
Contact details: Stephanie Diepeveen: snd31@cam.ac.uk; Rachel Sittoni: rns40@cam.ac.uk

Lecture details:
Weeks 2-4, 6-8 (14 October, 21 October, 28 October, 11 November, 18 November, 25 November)
Fridays, 3-4pm
Room: SG1, ARB

Justification and context for this module:
Both Tanzania and Kenya have attracted some global attention over the past few years.

Kenya: each general election reignites concerns about violence and division, often spurred by disillusionment with elite corruption, and materialising along ethnic lines. Yet, in recent elections, these familiar divides have new inflections, suggesting new avenues for consideration. In August 2022, Kenyans have gone to the polls again, voting in a very tight Presidential race, where on one side, two political opponents have aligned, while on the other, the Deputy president is running on an arguably populist campaign that speaks to the ‘hustlers’ in Kenya, who fight to survive. Equally, there seems to be high levels of voter apathy among Kenya’s large youth population, with 75 percent being under 35 years, but only 40% of which are registered to vote. Particularly urban youth are also increasingly digital, with Twitter and Facebook, replaced by WhatsApp and now the rising popularity of TikTok as spaces for public discourse. All of this is complicated further, as wider geopolitics and social and economic issues also alter the political calculus, from relations with the BRICS, to food insecurity, to COVID-19.

Tanzania: The country’s politics has equally been affected by changing geopolitics, but intersect with domestic politics in potentially quite different ways. Since independence, Tanzania’s politics has been dominated by one party: CCM. In 2015, John Magufuli was elected as President with CCM, pushing an anti-corruption agenda that combined a nationalist economic approach, with an increasingly restricted public sphere and media space. Magufuli’s economic approach must also be considered historically. At independence, Kenya took a capitalist path, while Tanzania was marked by a specific vision of African socialism under President Julius Nyerere. In 2021, Magufuli died from COVID-19 and complications. Since, CCM’s new leader seems to be opening up to the international community, but what shape this takes, and what this means for domestic political stability remains to be explored. Finally, Tanzania’s national story hides regional divisions and political violence, specifically on the Island of Zanzibar, where a very different story of political contestation has played out.

This module will explore the roots of these and other trends/dynamics in contemporary politics in Kenya and Tanzania. In so doing, we will address wider questions about how states in Africa feature in the study of politics more widely. Africa often appears exceptional in global geopolitics, standing out from the rest of the world in negative ways. The tendency has often been to focus on negative
realities on the continent, obscuring and neglecting the diversity and vibrancy of economic, political and cultural realities across a continent that has more than 1.4 billion people and is the second largest continent. Further, the integration and centrality of African states in global trajectories often side-lined, while at the same time African states are held up to ideals of democracy elsewhere, developed in contexts predicated on the imperialism of African states and other states in the Global South.

Why compare Kenya and Tanzania?

Environmentally and culturally the two countries appear to have mainly similarities: both bordering the Indian Ocean, Kenya and Tanzania share environmental features, overlapping cultural and linguistic communities, and were subject to British colonial administration. Both have also vacillated between generating optimism and disillusionment in the international community about their potential for political and economic development.

At the same time, they have some important differences in their experiences and ideologies of postcolonial state building. Julius Nyerere, the first leader of independent Tanzania, promoted a particular view of African socialism as a model for economic and social development in a unified Tanzania. This vision faced growing challenges in the 1970s, with protracted and rising levels of poverty, a lack of economic development, and an increasingly authoritarian one party state. Kenya experienced a more violent and contested independence struggle. The first independence government under Jomo Kenyatta sought to ensure a smooth transition to an independent state. This resulted in a commitment to private property and capitalist development. Also, unlike Tanzania, ethnicity persists as the perceived basis of political advantage and marginalisation.

How do we make sense of these politics? How do international and domestic, historical and contemporary dynamics help to explain divergences and commonalities, stabilities and instabilities in government, and in the blurring and tensions between authoritarian and democratic politics in the two countries?

Students will come away from this module with a better understanding of the state of politics in both countries, and how historical trajectories, internal dynamics and global politics might help to explain current politics. This module aims to lay the groundwork for a critical approach to studying African politics, which looks beyond Eurocentric models of state formation and democratisation.

General reading

In preparation for this module, students are encouraged to read from the selection of books below. These offer a comprehensive overview of some of the particularities and challenge of political development in each country.


**Novels**

In addition to general readings, students are encouraged to read a novel over the holidays to gain another perspective into the challenges and dilemmas of public life and political history in Kenya and Tanzania.

- Binyavanga Wainaina. (2012). *One Day I Will Write About This Place*
- Grace Ogot. (2000). *The promised land*
- Elieshi Lema. (2001). *Parched Earth*
- Kinyanjui Kombani, (2012) *The Last Villains of Molo*
- Peter Kimani. (2020). *Nairobi Noir*.

**Other useful resources**

The Elephant- https://www.theelephant.info/ - includes op-eds, podcasts and other resources on the region.

Wandia Njoya- https://www.wandianjoya.com/blog and youtube channel: Maisha Kazini

Africa is a country- https://africasacountry.com/about

**Supervisions**

There will be two supervisions for this module. Supervision questions will be agreed you’re your supervisor at the beginning of term, with one linked to lectures 1-3, and one linked to lectures 4-6.

Example questions:

- To what extent do ‘colonial legacies’ explain the similarities and differences in post-independence state building projects in Kenya and Tanzania?
- To what extent can post-independence political systems in Kenya and Tanzania be traced to the actions and personalities of its political elite/leadership?
- What has been the role of ideology in defining state building processes in Kenya and Tanzania?
- What is the relationship between popular politics and democratisation in Kenya and Tanzania?
Should contemporary politics in Kenya and Tanzania be characterised as populist? What factors condition/shape the nature of ‘populism’ in the two countries, if at all?

What factors best explain the differences in Kenya and Tanzania’s global orientations? Discuss with reference to at least one contemporary global issue (e.g. COVID, climate, food security)

How do political memories shape contemporary politics in Kenya and Tanzania?

Lectures

There are six lectures for this module. These will be held in weeks 2-4, 6-8.

It is strongly recommended that students attend these lectures. This will serve as guidance for the readings for the supervisions, and provide important context for the supervisions and readings.

Students are asked to focus on the core readings provided, and extend into the additional readings where there is an interest or relevance to their supervision essays. Core readings for each of the lectures are marked with a double asterisk **.

Lecture 1. Core Themes, and confronting African essentialism and exceptionalism

The first lecture starts out by setting the groundwork for approaching comparative politics from states in Africa, including key issues, challenges and tendencies in how politics on the continent has been approached. It situates this comparative module within wider trends and challenges in how the continent has been considered (and not) within Political Studies, and how and from where this has come under critique. It considers what it means to study politics of and from Africa, and how and to what extent this challenges power dynamics and eurocentrism in the study of politics. It addresses some practical considerations for what this might mean for this module, and how we read and study these two countries.

Second, this lecture then sets out the core themes around which we will study and compare the politics of Kenya and Tanzania. These will be woven through the subsequent lectures, and will be helpful in framing scholarly debates and arguments for your supervisions.

Core Readings


**Additional Readings**

Wainaina, Binyavanga, ‘How to write about Africa’, Granta, 2006, [http://www.granta.com/extracts/2615](http://www.granta.com/extracts/2615) - If scope, I would recommend reading this piece in full (I’ll also discuss in lecture)


Africans Respond to Trump’s “Shithole” Comments Global Reporting Centre. [https://globalreportingcentre.org/ideas/africans-respond-trumps-shithole-comments/](https://globalreportingcentre.org/ideas/africans-respond-trumps-shithole-comments/)


**Lecture 2: Pre-colonial and colonial Kenya and Tanzania, and the struggle for independence**

This lecture returns to pre-colonial and colonial periods in Kenya and Tanzania’s histories. Colonial rule rapidly spread across the African continent in the 19th century, the continent arbitrarily divided up between foreign imperial powers. The extent to which the colonial encounter disrupted political rule and organisation of people is something that has generated much debate in wider African studies. This lecture explores the nature and implications of colonial rule to political trajectories in Kenya and Tanzania. It reflects on the transformations that took place with colonial rule in each country, and what explains its eventual decline and the rise of successful independence struggles. This lecture lays the groundwork to enable us to take an informed position on how colonialism and the struggle for independence shape the challenges and pathways of early postcolonial state building in the two countries.
The reading by Lonsdale (2020) provides insight into issues around race and ethnicity during colonial Kenya. Chachage and Chachage (2004) consider Julius Nyerere in Tanzania under colonialism, but also look at how this shaped postindependence Tanzania, linking into the next lecture. Mamdani and Cooper provide more general backgrounds into colonial experiences in Africa, offering some general themes and debates to shape your essays. Finally, Maina Wa Kinyattí’s piece offers important insight into personal experiences of colonial rule and the independence struggle in Kenya.

**Core readings**


**Mamdani, Mahmood. Citizen and Subject: Contemporary Africa and the Legacy of Late Colonialism. Princeton Studies in Culture/Power/History. 2018. Introduction, Chapters 1-3. – this can be a bit dense at first attempt. I will also cover in the lecture.**


**Cooper, Frederick. (2006). Africa since 1940: The past of the Present. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Introduction [for a general overview of regional colonial and postcolonial experiences and trajectories]**

**Additional readings**

**General**


**Kenya**


**Tanzania**


**Lecture 3. Post-colonial state building**

This lecture considers statebuilding, past and present. It begins with the early years after independence, and looks at how forms of rule were consolidated overtime. What external and internal factors shape the nature of trajectories of state building in these two countries? To what extent is the colonial period a defining feature and reference point for the post-independence state, and why?

The previous lecture presented two distinct pictures of independence in Kenya and Tanzania. In Tanzania we arrived at the rise of the independent state led by Julius Nyerere and a vision of African
socialism. Independent Kenya, led by Jomo Kenyatta, materialised from concerns about how to secure a peaceful transition to an independent state after the Mau Mau struggle. This second lecture explores each country’s distinct pathway from independence to increasingly centralised, one party states in the 1970s and early 1980s. It examines how very different visions of an independent country in Tanzania and Kenya took shape in the decade after independence, and the extent they were able to successfully deal with challenges of postcolonial state building: establishing legitimacy, broadcasting authority and maintaining economic and social development. Reflecting back on the colonial state and independence struggle in each country it weighs how early decisions at independence contributed to the political trajectories in each country.

The readings for this lecture include primary texts by the early leaders of independent Kenya and Tanzania, challenging students to pick out differences in the conceptualisations of the problem of colonialism, and ideas and visions for independent states. Branch and Cheeseman’s (2006) article then provides some context for the Kenyatta reading, on state development in early independent Kenya. Schneider provides some context and background to the nature and effects of policies implemented under Nyerere’s government intended to create an African socialist state.

Core readings


Additional readings

Kenya


*Primary source: Moi, Daniel arap. (1986). Nyayo.


**Tanzania**


**General**

Lecture 4. What constitutes democracy? Unpacking political settlements and democracy in Kenya and Tanzania

What does democracy look like? To what extent do approaches to democracy, authoritarianism and populism seen elsewhere globally help to make sense of the nature of rule, political competition and citizen-state relations in Kenya and Tanzania? What new insights into these concepts might come from a look at the empirical trajectories of politics in these two countries?

By the 1980s, both Kenya and Tanzania were affected by a global economic recession, with increasing oil prices, declining prices of the price of primary goods, and increasing difficulty in meeting the costs of maintaining public services and patronage-based political relations. Both relied on international loans to mitigate these challenges. With this, the interests and guidance of donors had to be contended with in subsequent decisions. This lecture traces how international pressures intersected with domestic politics in both countries in the 1980s and 1990s, leading to similar shifts back to multi-party electoral politics. It questions the nature and effects of international engagement in both countries, and asks students to consider the extent to which particularities from independence continue to be reflected in the shifts to multi-party elections. To what extent does this shift towards ‘democratisation’ constitute a moment of change in the nature of governance in both countries?

This lecture considers different ways that scholars approach the nature and challenges of democracy and authoritarianism in African politics, questioning the usefulness of western ideas, indicators and experiences of democracy in understanding the nature of politics on the continent. It looks at democratic structures and how they have evolved, and how elite competition, relations and political settlements help to make sense of forms of populism, democracy and authoritarianism unfolding in the two countries over time.

Stephen Ndegwa’s article interrogates the return to multi-party elections in Kenya, considering how ethnic forms of belonging shaped this transition. Mueller’s article also reflects on the nature of multi-party elections held in Kenya in the 1990s, painting a critical picture of the extent they represent stable and democratic political competition, while Brechenmacher and Sambuli consider the most recent elections in Kenya. Cheeseman et al (2021) looks at the roots of democracy and repression in Tanzania.

Core readings

**Kanyinga, Karuti and Okello, Duncan. (2010). Tensions and reversals in democratic transitions. Society for International Development (SID) and Institute for Development Studies (IDS), University of Nairobi. Chapter 1.**


Additional readings
Kenya


Tanzania


Lecture 5: Politics beyond the state: participation and protest on and offline

This lecture looks at politics outside of the state in Kenya and Tanzania. In particular it explores issues of political inclusion and exclusion, and agency of the large youth populations in both countries. 75% of Kenya’s population is under 35 years, but the share of young people (18-35 years) who have registered to vote is falling. Tanzania has a similarly young population, with approx. 44% under 15 years, and 35% between 15 and 35 years. Issues of young people’s exclusion from and apathy towards politics were also raised around Tanzania’s latest elections.

At the same time, issues of corruption, rising food prices and unemployment implicate the young and future generations. This lecture explores scholarship that looks at politics from the perspective of everyday life, popular culture and young people. It contrasts elite level and electoral politics and participation in contemporary Kenya and Tanzania, with politics through popular culture and social media.

Recent elections in both countries have been contentious, and marred by allegations of corruption and unrest. In Tanzania, the otherwise peaceful election of John Magufuli with the incumbent CCM party in 2015 was met with opposition and unrest in Zanzibar, playing into a much longer standing regional divide in the country. In Kenya, constant fears of continued ethnic and regional grievances, as well as electoral corruption mar each election, particularly since the 2007-2008 contested results and widespread post-election violence.

Electoral corruption and controversies contrast with vibrant forms of everyday political participation through song, humour and social media. There are rich histories of satire and comedy as sources of political critique. Political debates have extended into popular music, from subversive ideas published through lyrics and song to being actively utilised and sponsored by elites competing for political authority. Now, also, increasingly people are making use of social media and mobile phones
in political debate. Both media have been rapidly growing in access and use since the early 2000s across the continent, notably in Kenya.

This lecture poses the question, are political debates through music, social media, and comedy evidence of an alternative basis of democratic citizen participation outside of elections? How, and to what extent, might we consider either country to be democratising, when we weigh electoral politics with these everyday forms of political engagement and interest?

**Core Readings**


**Additional readings**

**Kenya**


**Tanzania**


Lecture 6: Kenya, Tanzania and contemporary global issues

This lecture situates Kenya and Tanzania within global politics, and looks at some key, current global issues from the perspective of these two countries. The previous lectures have built up a picture of the political histories of the two countries, and how they have diverged and converged around questions of state building, democracy/democratization and popular politics. The role of international institutions and international relations has been woven through their experiences, from the history and legacies of colonialism, to pressures around economic and political liberalisation.

This lecture will start with a reminder and overview of themes around the positioning of Kenya and Tanzania within international institutions and relations. This will help to frame an interrogation of contemporary issues, including: the rise of the BRICS and relations specifically with China and Russia; COVID-19; and Climate crises. It will consider why and how the two countries have diverged in response to these issues, and what light this sheds on the negotiation of political power domestically and its intersection with global relations.

Questions to guide the lecture and readings:

- What past dynamics are visible in how the two countries are positioned within contemporary events? What changes have taken place?
- How do global issues look differently from Kenya and Tanzania, and their similarities and differences?
- What insights does a global and contemporary perspective bring to citizen-state relations, and the nature of power and democracy in the two countries?

Core Readings


Additional Readings

COVID


**BRICS**


**Climate**


**International institutions and relations**


